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What is the Study of History? 
• Tadashi Ishimoda in the Preface to his 1944 work 

(First Print) “Formation of a Medieval World 
(Chuseiteki sekai no keisei)” wrote: 
− “For me more than anything else history involves a particular world 

formed through the lives and struggles of real human beings.” 
− “Even when we have copious related ancient documents, they 

provide nothing more than a fragmentary record. So in order to 
create a history that constitutes a history of a single human world, 
you need the boldness of a paleontologist who recreates a complete 
extinct animal from a tooth fragment. Such boldness of spirit is also 
needed in the study of history.” 

− “The only things which will save this boldness from becoming mere 
academic adventurism is to become engrossed in pursuing faithfully 
the relationships between the different things that the historical 
materials lead you to and respect for past scholarly achievements.” 



What is the Study of History? 
Appears to be something separate from computers 
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Computer networks function as a social system 
which supports the study of history set in motion by 
these three “gears.” 

•Academic achievements 

•Becoming engrossed in the object of study 
− Historical materials as published works 
− Historical materials as originals 

Computers Support the Study of History 



Part 1 

Searching for 
Historical Materials 
In the Case of Published Works 



Searching for Historical Materials 
• We conducted research on the “Age of Repelling 

Barbarian Ships” which lasted from the 1791 Maritime 
Defense Edict (Kaiborei) to the 1825 “No Questions 
Asked Repel Barbarian Ships Edict” by making use of 
computers and networks. 
− Research progress ← → Involvement of computer networks 

• Kaiborei (Maritime Defense Edict) of September 1, 1791 
(by lunar calendar) 
− Foreign ships appeared in the Genkai Nada (Sea of Genkai) 

and Tsushima Strait off of Kyushu 
− What about these foreign ships? Are there historical 

materials? Any research available? 

• Start→Anything about the 1791 Maritime Defense Edict 
on the Internet? 



Searching for Captain Colnett 1 
• W.G. Beasley, Great Britain and the opening of 

Japan, 1834-1858 (London, 1951) 
− In the Footnotes there is a reference to foreign ships as 

the target of the 1791 Edict. Useful as reference 
material. 

Howay (ed.), The Journal of Captain James 
Colnett ABOARD THE ARGONAUT etc., 
(Toronto, 1940) 

⇒Searching for a maritime journal of James 
Colnett on the WebCAT 

− See “Discovery” of the Northern Pacific (Kita 
Taiheiyo no “hakken”) Kazuo Kimura (2007) 

 



Webcat Search 
• If “James Colnett” is hit that only brings up 

another voyage journal ( →will appear again). 

• Significance of Webcat search results 
− In Japan 
There is no copy of  Howay in any university collection!? 
However, we know that it was published in 1940 in 

Toronto, Canada. 

• Next, we need to check the national Library and 
Archives Canada (LAC). 



‡ 

NACSIS Webcat: Concise Display 



Searching for Captain Colnett 2 
• Reply from the Library and Archives Canada (LAC) → 

HP of the ILL or the Champlain Society 

• The Champlain Society DIGITAL COLLECTION 

• THE JOURNAL OF CAPTAIN JAMES COLNETT 
ABOARD THE ARGONAUT FROM APRIL 26, 1789 TO 
NOV. 3, 1791 
− Full text search and display of illustrations  430 pages 

• The Champlain Society is . . .  

 



‡ http://www.champlainsociety.ca/  
 

 The Society’s website explains that for more than 100 
years the Champlain Society has sought to make Canada’s rich 
store of historical records readily accessible to as many people 
as possible. The public is invited to explore four centuries 
through the Society’s books and on-line Digital Collection. 



‡ http://www.champlainsociety.ca/contact-us/13-office/1-cjbecker 
 

A publication of the Champlain Society:  
“Colnett’s Journal aboard the Argonaut” 



‡ The Publications of The Champlain Society, p246 

 Map plate in the journal of the voyage representing a 
nautical chart of the Genkai Nada off Kyushu and how the ship 
alternately approached and diverged from the shore. 



Searching for Captain Colnett 3 
• Colnett was aboard the Resolution during Captain 

James Cook’s second voyage. 

• He commanded the Argonaut when it visited the 
Genkai Nada in 1791 attempting to trade furs → 
Returned to England 

• In 1798 published a different voyage journal → 
The one accessed (hit) on the WebCAT. 
−  Historically this journal is more famous. 
− It marks the opening of British whaling operations in the 

Pacific Ocean. 
− Shift from fur trading to whaling. 



‡ 
NACSIS Webcat: 

 Consolidated Catalogue Database WWW Search Service 



‡ 

NACSIS Webcat: Concise Display 



Tools for Searching for Historical Records 
• Historical Materials as Published Works 

− Searching for books 
→Technologies with common rules (bibliographically 

catalogued) 
⇒OPAC 
− ILL etc.  → Introduction of common rules 

• Reflected in information environment surrounding 
publications 
− Progressiveness of library information sciences 

• Searching within Historical Materials (Published 
Works) 
− Philosophy of compilers of historical materials such as the 

Champlain Society/How historical materials are used 
− Combining full-text searches with displays of illustrations 

• Overseas this is the generally accepted method employed 
⇒In the case of Japanese history = Example from the 

Historiographical Institute 



Full-Text Searches + Illustrations 
• JSTOR/ECCO, etc. 

− JSTOR is a non-profit organization . . . JSTOR’s overall 
objectives are to preserve academic records for later 
generations, and in a highly cost-effective manner to 
promote research. We. . . are promoting a new paradigm 
for scholarly studies. 

− Scanner  
→OCR (optical character reader) 
→ text data 



Full-Text Searches + Illustrations 
• Japan Case 

  Difficulties with using OCR 
− Differences between alphabetical and kanji (Chinese 

character) writing systems 

• Full-text searches of historical documents by the 
Historiographical Institute 
− Searches which are substitutes for Full-Text Searches + 

Illustrations 
• Edition page  = page → index    marginal 

− TeX-combined edition → text data 
− Towards a philosophy of text encoding 
− A way to trace back? 



‡ 

JSTOR: Mission and History 



‡ 



‡ 



‡ 



‡ http://www.hi.u-tokyo.ac.jp/ships/shipscontroller 

 Image of document recovered from the Early Modern 
History (Kinsei) Editing Support Database. 



Searching for Historical 
Materials 
The Case of Originals 

Part 2 



Historical Materials in Another Form 
• Original (as is) Historical Materials 

    As distinct from published historical materials 
− Whether or not they have been transliterated (i.e. 

arranged in printed form) is not an essential distinction 
− Uniqueness (one of a kind) 
− Classified as an “artifact” 

• social system  possession/preservation 



Approaches to 
Original Historical Materials 1 
• Considering each item of historical material 

individually 
− The library (bibliographic) approach 
− Uniqueness 

• Nihon Kotenseki Sougou Mokuroku (National 
Institute of Japanese Literature)・Union Catalogue 
of Early Japanese Books (Historiographical 
Institute)  
− Cataloging activities of rganizations/individuals involved 

in preservation  →   Accumulation →  Arrangement by 
book title/document title (databases) 



‡ 

Example of Database Page from the Union Catalogue of Early 
Japanese Books (Nihon Kotenseki Sougou Mokuroku). 



‡ http://www.hi.u-tokyo.ac.jp/ships/shipscontroller 

Example of document from the Union Catalogue of Early 
Japanese Books accessed through JSTOR. 



Approaches to 
Original Historical Materials 2 
• Situation surrounding existence of historical materials = 

Thinking of is as the collecting organization 
− The paradigm for collection (existence) in itself has historical 

significance. 
• Respect des Fonds (provenance) [i.e. Information regarding the 

origins, custody, and ownership of an item or collection] 
− Who creates/theory,  Who uses/theory, Who manages 

(preserves)/theory/IOU 
− Nationwide development  Dispersion of historical materials 
− One example 

• National Register of Archives (TNA The National Archives, 
UK) 

• A2A 

• The destination arrived at is the same for both Approach 
1 and Approach 2 



‡ 

Search page for the National Register of Archives (NRA), UK 



‡ 

NRA search page 



‡ 

NRA search page 



‡ 

NRA referral to Toyo Bunko (Oriental Library) in Tokyo 



Approaches to 
Original Historical Materials 2 

• NRA 
− Storage Organization > Groupings of stored historical materials 

(commonly multiple) = catalogu 
− Names of companies, individuals, place names and other data 

can be extracted from the catalogue;  Housed in NRA databases 
− ARCHON-simple archival information system for accessing 

databases of organizations holding the materials 
− NRA Databases >  individual organizations holding historical 

materials collections > ARCHON 
− NRA Databases > individual organizations holding historical 

materials collections > on-line catalog 



From hand copies to microfilm, to digital 
• Approach to original historical materials 

 = in reality numerous difficulties encountered 
− Preservation 
− Relationships between researchers and the organizations 

holding the materials. 

• Copies (copies in handwriting) 
− Hand-written manuscript, mimeographed (transcription 

copy) books 

• Photographs (Microfilm) 
− Photographic paper 

• Digital Images 
− Image Management  Controlling things that cannot be 

physically seen with the human eye. 



‡ http://www.hi.u-tokyo.ac.jp/ships/shipscontroller NRA referral to Toyo Bunko (Oriental Library) in Tokyo 



‡ http://www.hi.u-tokyo.ac.jp/ships/shipscontroller 



Computers Supporting the Study of History 
• Research in historical studies 

− Scholarly Attainments  Need for a consciousness 
dedicated to spreading knowledge throughout the world. 

⇒ Advances in database networks. 
− Engrossment in historical materials 
⇒ Large-scale storage 
⇒ Text/image processing 
− Framework for describing the historical world 
⇒ Comprehensive accumulation out of “historical 

knowledge” concerning scholarly attainments and 
engrossment in historical materials. 
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